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Editorial
By: Ferdie H. Corpuz
A BURNING ISSUE
The burning of sugar cane may have
been institutionalized in some sugar
districts as a requisite to harvesting,
supposedly to hasten the process—for
the tabaseros to cut more and faster,
since some fields come with
undergrowths and entanglements and
some cane varieties litter the fields with
dry leaves and sheaths that the base of
the cane is difficult to find; to get rid of
dreaded snakes (Pampanga, Batangas)
and other field varmint, to lessen field
trash left in the field after harvest, while
others say it’s just the only way they
know how to start harvesting.
But don’t tell this to the Negrenses
(well, Negros Occidental for that
matter), where cane burning is abhorred,
and occurs only accidentally, or as a
penalty. At any rate, cane cutters
industry-wide seem to have an
endearing penchant for burning cane
come harvest time that they really go sad
when it rains (sniffling a laugh). They
resort to burning even in times when the
mill is not really in a hurry to receive
canes (say, after a weekend shutdown)
or it is still very early in the crop season
(burning goes rampant nearing the end
of the season when there is a real need to
expedite harvesting lest the rains overrun
the fields). Wisecracks may retort that in
Australia, everything gets burned before
delivery to the mills—well, in that place
harvest is done by combines, mechanical
harvesters that really work fast, that
canes are harvested and milled on the
day they were burnt. And the season
there is temperate, cool, that burnt cane
can last for 2-3 days and they don’t get
spoiled or deteriorated. In the
Philippines, it is 2-3 weeks (!)—3-5
days before they get harvested, and
another 3-5 days before they are milled,
depending in the congestion situation in
the mill yard. That’s a big no-no for a
(Continued on p. 12)

Administrator Regina Bautista-Martin obliges for a rare souvenir shot with the Extension Division
(L,V&M) who made a milestone with the staging of this National Conference .

The National Conference of SRA’s
Extension Division was held at the
Balay Indang Resort in Cavite on
October 8-10, 2013. The affair was a
rare gathering of Extension personnel
from Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao.
No less than Adm. Regina BautistaMartin was the special guest. Mr.
Fernando Corpuz, RDE Manager III
formally started the ball rolling by
rendering the welcome remarks,
stressing the importance of such
undertaking that all the participants

should enhance their knowledge and
skills to be more efficient in their job.
He also made the introduction of the
participants and invited guests.
In her key message, Adm. Martin
stressed that it is imperative that
before the start of the Crop Year,
everyone should be in the same page,
looking into one direction towards
improvement and effective knowledge
transfer. She viewed the affair as
(Continued on p. 2)

Successful OPSI Training in CARSUMCO
An OPSI seminar for potential trainers in the Carsumco Mill District was
successfully staged on December 17-19, 2013 at the Carsumco Conference
Hall in Sto. Domingo, Piat, Cagayan. The Extension team from SRA (Quezon
City) which facilitated the training was comprised of Dr. Dina Padilla-Fernandez,
Alicia Sabordo, Zyrus Oliver Montiel and Joseph Peter Gonzales.
On the first day of the seminar, Carsumco Operations Manager Mr. Michael
Martin Alviar delivered an inspirational talk, to the delight of everybody. In his
message, he stressed the importance of improving the mill and farm productivity.
This is an effective way to put up with the challenge of 2015. He encouraged the
(Continued on p. 3)
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strategic planning and retooling rolled into one.
In her statement, the
gracious Administrator
echoed questions to
ponder like:
“What is my commitment?”
and “What am I willing to
give?”

clouding the minds of the audience regarding said subject.
Meanwhile, Ms. Maru Gumera, Manager III, Planning and
Policy Department presented the status of the block farm
convergence program which was well-received by the
participants since a substantial open forum followed where
the former answered interesting queries. Capping the day’s
activity was the presentation of each mill district on the
present status, developments and updates of their respective
block farm project.

The following day began with the continuation of the
remaining mill districts’ presentation regarding their block farm
activities. After which, a representative from the Advanced
It is important to know the Adm. Martin encourages the
Science and Technology Institute (ASTI), a research and
participants to be creative and
history of the agency for
have the initiative.
development arm focused on ICT and microelectronics-based
everybody to move on
altogether: from Philsugin to Philsucom to SRA. As compared products and services of the Department of Science and
Technology (DOST) took the floor. Mr. Harold Bryan Paler
to other agencies, SRA has a road map and direction. It’s
presented their product which caters to the installation of
essential for the body to know where they are in their SRA
Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) which is important in the
existence---where they came from and where they’re headed.
Crop Estimation system.
The lady administrator reminded the attendees that they each
belong to a particular mill district. With this, she encouraged In the afternoon, Dr. Dina Padilla-Fernandez, Chief
Agriculturist (L & M) spearheaded the workshop on the mill
everyone to bring with them the profile of the district they’re
districts’ reporting system, particularly the numerous forms
representing. By virtue, they serve as communicator,
they ought to turn over to SRA. The participants were divided
facilitator, front-liner and implementer: that’s their basic role
being in Extension. They are the hub. It is imperative for them into groups where they were made to discuss among
themselves what submission frequency they thought suits
to know their worth/role in the road map of the sugar industry.
them best. Towards the end of the workshop, everybody
As a parting shot, Adm. Martin said that if RDE will not do
agreed to have a uniform submission format.
something innovative and aggressive, SRA will just end up
regulating imported sugar. The group should be able to think Capping the day’s events was a training workshop aimed to
outside the box, so to speak. Over the years, sugarcane will tap the leadership potential of the participants. The invited
continue to be planted (plantation-size). So it will take a lot of facilitator was Dr. Divina Edralin, a Full Professor and current
Vice Dean for Research and Graduate Studies of the De La
creativity and initiative to still come up with a good output
Salle University.
amidst challenges.
Her presentation highlighted different steps to develop
Mr. Butch Alisla,
Executive Assistant leadership and understanding command responsibility as well
as acknowledging the contribution of each subordinate
V, was the next
speaker. He gave a member. Overall the lecture was not only informative and
brief update on the persuasive but light and entertaining as well. The attendees
current situation of learned while laughing as
various film clips were used
the sugarcane
as motivation scheme. There
industry, and the
were various group dynamics
effects of AFTA.
which everyone enjoyed
Board
Member
doing, like the origami and
Participants busy discussing during the
Pablito Sandoval
forming a strong structure out
workshop on the mill districts’ reporting
system.
followed suit and
of simple materials. This
talked about the
mirrored the complete
importance of R & D in Sugarcane Production by highlighting cooperation of everyone with
the case of Mitr Phol, one of Thailand’s largest sugarcane
the guidance of a leader. In
producers involved in R & D. He cited the fact that originally, the evening, a fellowship was The attendees were divided into
groups in one of the hit activities
the Philippines is way ahead of Thailand when it comes to
held to the delight of
during the leadership training
sugarcane production but now, it has overtaken the former.
everyone. It was truly a fitting workshop.
and relaxing finale for the
The afternoon session witnessed the presentation of Mr.
Corpuz on SRA’s Interim Performance Scorecard (for 2013- body before they went back to their respective offices the next
day.
2014) under the GCG which helped clear some questions
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caused alarm among the attendees as shown in their
concerned faces.
participants to
But Dr.
reach out and
Fernandez
know the
revealed that SRA
concerns of the
is doing its best to
farmers through
combat the
this trainers’
effects if ever.
training. They
She encouraged
should move and the body to use
CARSUMCO Operations Manager Mr.
Michael Alviar rendering the welcome
maximize the local idle lands wisely Ms. Alicia Sabordo discussing “Sugar
Processing and Factory Operations.”
remarks.
cooperative or
by planting
else, others will
sugarcane to maximize its potential. The most important
grab the spotlight. He commended all attendees by saying
thing is to decrease production cost without reducing
they were selected themselves because they possess the
productivity.
potential.
The bulk of the topics tackled on the second day were about
Before the official start of the lecture proper, MDO Mr. Lito
the study of the sugarcane plant. Mr. Montiel took charge of
Caranguian reported first on Carsumco’s mill district
the subjects: “Understanding the Sugarcane Plant”, “Soil
performance. The charts and figures revealed that when it
Requirements of the Sugarcane Plant”, “Proper Land
comes to production, the area is considered a sub-performer, Preparation and Cultivation”, “Nutritional Requirements of the
Sugarcane Plant”, “Fertilizer Computation and Application”
the reason why the OPSI training was timely and relevant.
and “Harvesting and Ratoon Management.”
In the line-up of speakers, first to take the floor was Dr.
Fernandez who talked lengthily on three topics namely, “The Kick-starting the third day was Ms. Sabordo’s talk on “Sugar
Philippine Sugar Industry Situationer”, “Sugar Quedanning” Processing and Factory Operations” which was a great follow
and “AFTA and Sugarcane Farming.” In connection to the
-up topic after studying everything about sugarcane. Towards
AFTA topic, the participants reacted so well with the group
the end of the seminar, a bonus topic was given to the
activity called “International Trade Game.” The game put into participants. Mr. Gonzales lectured on “Communication and
fore the decision-making skills, cooperation and strategies of Presentation Skills” that served as the perfect wrap-up for the
the attendees which are important in the successful
affair, considering how heavy the previous subjects were. It
operation of block farms and in combatting the AFTA
zeroed in on making effective presentations especially since
concerns in 2015. She also presented important data to the the participants were potential trainers in the future. They
participants’ great interest like “Sugar Tariff Schedule and Its were given tips on how to handle stage fright, how to deal
Implications”, the rivalry between sugarcane and bio-ethanol, with hostile audience, the ideal fonts to be used in Power
how the attitude of farmers help them reach their goals of
point presentations, etc.
bigger production, the vital role of SRA in stabilizing sugar
As the training came to a close, Certificates of Participation
and encouraging livelihood programs for the farmers.
were distributed to the participants. Mr. Alviar vowed that the
Dr. Fernandez did a great job by introducing the participants seminar should be brought to smaller barangays as the next
to the probable scenario in 2015 when the sugar tariff will be important phase. The objective is to multiply the production
down to 5% and the entry of imported sugar will push
of canes to help the farmers.
downwards the mill site price of locally-produced sugar. This
(Successful OPSI. . . from p. 1)

The attendees posing with the SRA team: sitting from L-R: Ms. Alicia Sabordo, Mr. Joseph Gonzales, Dr. Dina Padilla-Fernandez, OM
Michael Alviar, and CARSUMCO MDO Lito Caranguian.
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OPSI SEMINAR IN BUKIDNON
CONDUCTED
The Extension team of Dr. Dina Padilla-Fernandez, Evelyn
Estanislao, Adel Catuira, Zyrus Oliver Montiel, Alicia Sabordo
and Joseph Peter Gonzales trooped to Bukidnon on
November 11-15, 2013 to give OPSI training for JA Agro
block farm enrollees. The successful undertaking was held at
the Villa Estella Fine Inn in Maramag.

real data. She also introduced the participants to the
probable scenario in 2015 when the sugar tariff will be down
to 5% and the entry of imported sugar will push downwards
the mill site price of locally-produced sugar. This saddened
the participants so Dr. Fernandez explained that SRA is
doing its best to combat the effects if ever. She encouraged
the body to use idle lands wisely by planting sugarcane to
maximize its potential. The most important thing is to
decrease production cost without reducing productivity.

The participants reacted so well with the group activity which
Dr. Fernandez introduced called “Zombie Tag.” The game,
characterized of contaminating everyone to become a
zombie actually highlights the value of synchronization and
going into one
direction if
In her inspirational talk, DAR Development Facilitator Ms.
Ellen Cid congratulated the participants because of their love everyone wants
for their land, for fighting for its acquisition. And now that they to obtain unified
can call it their own, it is imperative that they take good care success. This is
a sharp and
of the land they till. Ms. Cid advised the body to pay due
vivid depiction
taxes and cooperate with the government.
of how block
In his Mill
farming
District
successfully
The enjoyable yet insightful activity called
Performance
operates. The “Zombie Tag” was a hit among the participants.
Report,
attendees
Bukidnon
obviously enjoyed the activity.
MDO Wilfredo
Mr. Zyrus Oliver Montiel took charge in lecturing about the
Mapano
sugarcane plant’s soil requirements. From there, Ms. Evelyn
revealed that
Bukidnon MDO Mr. Wilfredo Mapano reporting Estanislao took the floor and her topic on the sugarcane
of the 67,500 the area’s mill performance.
plant’s nutritional requirements was a relevant follow-up.
hectares,
majority are small with low productivity. He also highlighted Meanwhile, Mr. Ismael Braga handled the topic on soil
some of their important programs like tractor services, soils sampling and fertilizer computation.
laboratory being available for soil analysis to determine its
In the discussion of his assigned topics, Mr. Adel Catuira
nutrient requirements, nursery for cane points multiplication uncovered some pertinent concerns which the OPSI training
and Trichogramma as biological control for stem borers. He was able to address: the agricultural practices of the
also shared that for this crop year, there was an occurrence participants are still very traditional and when it comes to
of white grub in their area, which was later addressed in the milling, they simply don’t know their efficiency in sugar
discussion of the lined-up topics during the seminar proper. recovery. At
Dr. Fernandez pointed out various issues during her lecture: least, with
their new
she said that it’s a fact that big farms are considered more
insights
productive. That’s why being blocked to become bigger in
size is a positive move to achieve scale efficiency. And since gained out
of the OPSI
this is a convergence program of DAR, DA and SRA, all
seminar,
block farms will receive priority farm services and technical
they can
assistance. Benefits of this will only be realized if farm
operations will be synchronized, comparable to operating a gradually
big corporate farm. It is imperative to have Managers chosen improve and
from the block farm community to oversee the operations. To hopefully be
at par with
be able to increase productivity, it is important to adapt to
The participants listen intently to the lectures as a
new technologies. Dr. Fernandez reminded everyone to have the rest. He sign of their deep interest.
also
target-setting and try to achieve production efficiency.
administered
In her discussion of the present situation of the local sugar
a Knowledge Leveling exercise as well as Key Checks and
industry, Dr. Fernandez stressed the importance of obtaining

(Continued on p. 5)
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Recommendations (he made practical suggestions in
improving productivity starting with proper land preparation,
seed selection, proper and timely fertilizer application, timely
weed control management, proper harvesting and ratoon
management.)
Interestingly, the Extension team divided into two groups and
talked to potential block farms in the district. Dr. Fernandez’s
team met with the BISMARTZ Small Farmers Cooperative
and the members expressed strong interest in the idea. There
were no huge concerns except for the use of the tractor.
Meanwhile, the other group headed by Mr. Montiel met with the
Kauyonan Multi-Purpose Cooperative. Some of their findings: a
number of members have bad credit standing with the Land
Bank; most ARBs have shifted to corn from sugarcane and it’s
actually the non-ARB coop members who are more interested
to join the block farm program which poses technical difficulty ;
and some ARBs have large farm size (10 or 15 hectares per
ARB).
On the last day, the attendees were grateful to the Extension
team as they received their Certificates of Participation. Mr.
Joseph Peter Gonzales served as host-moderator for the threeday affair.

Dr. Fernandez led everyone in the singing of “If We Hold On
Together.”

The participants together with the SRA Extension team gamely
pose for a photo op.

Fund for Establishment of Organic
Fertilizer Facility Awarded in Cotabato

district’s recommended cultural practices. The total of 12
seminars for the year were comprised of two GST seminars,
1 livelihood trainings seminar, and 9 technology seminars.
Along with these seminars were barangay consultations
The Cotabato MDDC finally received the check worth Php
through sitting in during barangay sessions thereby
778,000.00 from Department of Labor and Employment for
introducing the sugarcane expansion program financing
the establishment of an organic fertilizer facility in the district. through the block farming system. A total of 393 participants
Said project is considered as the practical and effective
attended these activities in 12 barangays.
solution towards saving fertilizer cost. With mud press and
bagasse in abundance, farmers can now produce their own
fertilizer. Actually, this reinforced the district’s newly-started
Field Inspection Trips Staged
Vermicomposting project.
The awarding of the check took place during the “1st
Consultation/Dialogue with Barangay Officials on the Sugar
Industry” on December 11, 2013. The event, held at the Villa
Oro Resort in Matalam was graced by the MDDC as well as
other agencies and renowned personalities in North
Cotabato. One of its highlights was a workshop handled by
the District Tripartite Council members and was participated
in by local government officials and farm workers
representatives. Important issues tackled were: sugar price,
sugar road network, cane hauling problem and scarcity of
cane-cutters.

Sugarcane Technology Seminars and
Barangay Consultation Conducted
A series of sugarcane growing technology seminars and
barangay consultations were accomplished following the

Field Inspection trips were conducted as per request from
different planters through their zone crop advisers. The
monitoring team was comprised of the Mill District Officer,
CSCCI, Cane Supply Manager, MDDC Manager and
Coordinator, CONSUCECO zone crop heads and
supervisors. The members were tasked to receive reports
from their constituents to be submitted to the MDDC for
appropriate action.
From the barangay seminars conducted, the planters now
are aware of the prevalent pests and diseases occurring in
their fields. The team so far yielded two reports from the
requests of the planters from South and North Cotabato on
the possible occurrence of sugarcane diseases in their farms.
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Binhi ni Abraham’s Field Visit in Batangas
In an effort to improve
presentation, Ka Lito
their sugarcane farming
encouraged the group to
enterprise, the Tarlaccontinue with sugarcane
based Binhi ni Abraham
farming and at the same time
block farm staged a
strive harder to improve
“Lakbay-Aral” or field
production. During the actual
visit in the province of
field visit, the group observed
Batangas on September
the uniformly good cane
23-25, 2013. The group,
stand of Ka Lito’s crops.
comprised of 13
They were also shown the
participants was
sugarcane stand in the areas
accompanied by Tarlac
where emphasis is given to
Mill District Officer Mr.
weed-free cane
Joel Ronario. The
management. Lastly, the host
activity pushed through
farmer-civil servant
in spite of the torrential
showcased the tractors that
Farmer-owner Ms. Maila Vilela-Toreja (first row, third from right)
rains and thunderstorms obliges for a souvenir shot with the participants.
he is using in his farm, as
brought about by the
well as the other equipment
such as ripper, mechanical planter, harrow, and mouldboard
east-Asian monsoon.
plow.
On the first day, the group visited the office of the Batangas
Integrated Sugar Planters Multi-Purpose Cooperative
(BISPMPC) where they were introduced to the cooperative
Board of Directors and office staff. The BISPMPC generously
shared important information with the group, especially the
significance of quedan bidding and its financing schemes as
well. Come noontime they travelled to Brgy. Concepcion in
Alitagtag, Batangas, and met with SRA Board Member
Pablito “Ka Lito” Sandoval. Said visit had two parts namely,
the lecture/discussion, and the actual field visit to his farms.
The first part consisted of the renowned cane planter’s lecture
on sugarcane agronomy as he shared his vast sugarcane
farming experience. The participants were highly attentive
during the course of the discussion. This attentiveness was
even replaced with awe and excitement as they were shown A great follow-up to SRA Board Member Sandoval’s lecture was the
attendees’ actual visit to his farm.
the cane stalks from Ka Lito’s farm that they themselves
weighed at more than 3 kilograms each. At the end of his
Ibaan, Batangas was the destination of the group for the
second day and their first stop was at the farm of Mrs. Maila
Vilela-Toreja in Brgy. Pangao. The generous lady-farmer
toured the guests around her 2.5-hectare farm where they
observed diversified farming systems and organic crop/
livestock production as well. Interestingly, Maila grows hot
pepper, black pepper, fancy rice, ornamentals, and spices in
her farm. She also raises native pigs and chicken, honeybee,
and rabbit. After Maila’s, the group proceeded to the dairy
farm of her better half, Mr. Balu Toreja.

The participants witnessed the good quality of cane stands in Mr.
Pablito Sandoval’s farm.

Unfortunately the heavy downpour prevented the group from
going around the farm so the amiable host just had a
discussion with them about dairy farm-related matters. His
(Continued on p. 8)
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PASAMA Block Farm Visits Batangas
The PASAMA Block Farm of Magalang, Pampanga engaged
in a three-day Lakbay-Aral in the province of Batangas on
November 27 to 29, 2013. Twenty-four participants joined the
activity, together with Pampanga Mill District Officer Mr. Adel
Catuira.
On the first day, the group visited the KAMAHARI AgriBusiness Multipurpose Cooperative in Brgy. Bilaran,
Nasugbu. Mr. Juancho Maningat, the cooperative manager,
warmly welcomed the participants and discussed with them
matters related to the block farm program, as well as the
other income generating projects of their cooperative.
Lakbay-Aral participants having some photo op during their mill
tour at CADP Sugar Central in Brgy. Lumbangan, Nasugbu,
Batangas.

kinds of machineries and implements owned and operated by
the foundation.

The participants listen to Mr. Juancho Maningat (sitting in the
middle of the group), cooperative manager of KAMAHARI
ABMPC, as he explains pertinent matters during their visit.

The second day started with the group dropping by to the
garage of Don Pedro Mill District Development Foundation
Incorporated (DPMDDFI) at Brgy. Guinhawa, Tuy where they
were welcomed by Mr. Rommel Mojica, manager for tractor
operations. He oriented the participants to the kinds of
services offered by DPMDDFI to the sugarcane planters in
the district. Mr. Mojica also briefed the body on the different

When afternoon came, the participants had a mill tour at the
CADP Sugar Central in Nasugbu. Prior to the tour, they were
first briefed and given background information about the mill
by representatives from the CADP administration. The tour
started at the dumping area where the group personally
observed the overwhelming volume of canes being milled. For
the first time the participants had a first-hand account of how
sugar is being processed from the sugarcane stalks and the
different factory operations that follow. They also had a
glimpse of the molasses and bagasse stock areas, as well as
the water treatment facility. However, they were not able to
see the actual refining process because it was not in
operation during the visit.
On the last day of the Lakbay-Aral, the group went to Ibaan to
visit the dairy farm of Philsucor Board of Trustee Mr. Arnel
Toreja and have first-hand observation of the milking process
of dairy ruminants. Mr. Toreja entertained the visitors and told
them to diversify the farming enterprise to increase income
from their land. He pointed out that sugarcane farmers should
learn to maximize their lands by diversifying the crops and
livestock they raise, and thus make farming more profitable.
The team’s last stop was at the farm of Ms. Maila Toreja,
which is just nearby. Instead of bringing the participants to her
sugarcane farm, Ms. Toreja opted to tour them to her ecofarm where she raises various plants which are a source of
added income for farmers who know how to diversify. The
participants were amazed with the eco-farm of Ms. Toreja, as
well as her collection of exotic animals.- Adel Catuira

Having basic knowledge on machineries and implements is
important for the participants who were so eager listening to Mr.
Rommel Mojica (second from left), tractor operations manager of
Don Pedro MDDFI.
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organization to succeed,” Mr. Arroyo states.
The visit to Lucban MPC may have concluded the three-day
Lakbay-Aral of the Binhi ni Abraham Block Farm in the
province of Batangas but the participants are thankful for the
lessons, experiences, and inspiration they gained. They all
went home happy and optimistic about the future of their block
farm. -Joel Ronario

NCPC Block Farm Holds
Lakbay-Aral in Batangas

Ms. Maila Toreja was accommodating enough to tour the group
around her 25 hectare farm.

farm has 25 heads of Holstein Jersey cattle and 11 heads of
water buffalo, with a daily milk production of 18 and 8 litres,
respectively.
On the third and final day of the Lakbay-Aral, the group visited
the Lucban MPC Block Farm in Brgy. Lucban, Balayan,
Batangas. It is one of the four pioneer block farms that were
established in the country over a year ago. Being so, it can be
said that they have greater experience with the government’s
sugarcane convergence program and are in a good position
to share their learning and experiences with other blossoming
block farms. The participants had a thorough discussion on
important matters with the Board of Directors and members of
the Lucban MPC Block Farm. Mr. Isabelo Arroyo, former
cooperative chairman, shared their experiences with the block
farm
program
starting
from the
planning
stages up
to the post
harvesting
phase. He
also
explained
to the
visitors how
they
An actual farm visit helps a lot in making the
market
participants grasp the idea better especially when it
their
comes to technology advancement.
quedans
under the cooperative name, and in the process deducting
from the proceeds their loan payments to Land Bank of the
Philippines. “Be honest and humble as you serve the
cooperative. You need to sacrifice for the endeavours of your

The North Cluster Producers’ Cooperative (NCPC) Block
Farm of Tarlac held a two-day Lakbay-Aral in the province
of Batangas on December 7-8, 2013. Tarlac Mill District
Officer Mr. Joel Ronario assisted the 22 participants in the
whole course of the activity.
The group first visited the office warehouse of
FILHOLLAND, the distributor of New Holland Farm
Tractors and Case IH Mechanical Cane Harvester.
Company representatives Mr. Rey Lafiguera and Mr. Tony
Sibulo oriented the group about their product lines and
signified their plan to conduct a harvesting demonstration
of their Case IH Mechanical Harvester in Paniqui, Tarlac in
January or February 2014. Upon completion of their visit to
FILHOLLAND, the team proceeded to Ibaan to visit the
dairy farm of Mr. Cornelio Toreja, PHILSUCOR Board of
Trustee. However, they only stayed there for a short time
due to the former’s prior appointment in Manila. From
there, they made a side trip to the sack factory of Mr.
Jimmy Tan in Batangas City, where they were shown how
sacks and other related products are being manufactured.
After lunch, the group arrived in Alitagtag and went to the
house of SRA Board Member Mr. Pablito Sandoval. They
lengthily discussed sugarcane farming as the enthusiastic
farmer cum Board Member shared his success story with
the group and encouraged them to improve cane
production and thus produce more sugar. After which, he
brought the participants to his farm where they observed a
trash mulcher/incorporator in operation. He pointed out the
importance of mulching in improving the condition of the
soil and promised the group that he would lend them one
unit of 6 tynes ripper implement.
At the Johndel Resort where they stayed for the evening,
they had a planning meeting on the strategies they could
employ in their block farm program. They discussed the
harvesting schedule as well as the tractor operation
because the members-enrolees were already requesting to
fast-track the tractor operation in their farms. Several
related concerns were touched such as nursery farms from
(Continued on p. 9)
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The attendees eagerly listen to the meaty lecture of SRA Board
Member Pablito Sandoval.

SRA, bulk purchase of fertilizer materials, and organic
fertilizer production.
The following morning, the group visited the KAMAHARI
Multi-Purpose Cooperative in Nasugbu where they were

Participants
found the
field visit
both
informative
and
enjoyable.

welcomed by manager Mr. Juancho Maningat. The
management of KAMAHARI MPC block farm was very busy
during the visit so the discussion on important concerns and
sharing of experiences regarding the program was only brief.
“Cooperation and sacrifice is the key to our success,” shares
Mr. Maningat.

Having some basic knowledge on operating
machines is important for high production.
SRA Board Member Mr. Pablito Sandoval
obliges for a photo op with the participants.

Various Trainings
Conducted

The Extension team headed by Chief Agriculturist Dr. M. Dina
Padilla-Fernandez flew back to the Bukidnon Mill District on
December 4-5, 2013 to conduct trainings on Gender
Sensitivity and Farm Management for Rural Women and
Block Farm Forum on SRA’s Initiated Block Farm.
Recipients of the said seminars were enrollees of the block
farm project under Phase I & II. The two-day training was
conducted last December 4-5, 2013 in the area’s four
barangays namely, the Bismartz Agrarian Reform
Beneficiaries Cooperative (BARBCO) in Bismartz, Don
Carlos, Kadingilan Pay-as Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries
Association (KPARBA) Inc., in Kadingilan, Kauyonan Agrarian
Reform Beneficiaries Cooperative (KARBCO) in Kitaotao and
the JA Agro Employees Farmers Beneficiaries Livelihood
Association and members of the Lumintao Farmers Multi(Continued on p. 10)
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purpose Cooperative in Lumintao, Quezon.
The team was divided into three groups to finish the tasks.
The group of Dr. Dina P. Fernandez and Ms. Evelyn
Estanislao was assigned in Kauyonan in Kitaotao to conduct
a Gender Sensitivity Training on December 4, 2013 and
Block Farm forum on SRA’s initiated Block Farm on

When it’s a good lecture/discussion,
attendees listen to the dot and
participate actively in the group
dynamics portion.
Chief Agriculturist Dr. Fernandez was the key
speaker for the Block Farm Forum.

Mr. Joseph Gonzales and Ms. Roda Ann Marmol
pose with participants on the Gender and Sensitivity
Training they conducted.

December 5, 2013 in Lumintao in
Quezon. The next group led by Mr.
Zyrus Oliver Montiel was assigned to
tackle the seminar on Farm
Management for Rural Women for the
JA Agro Employees Farmers
Beneficiaries Livelihood Association in
Lumintao on December 4, 2013 and
the Bismartz Agrarian Reform
Beneficiaries Cooperative (BARBCO)
in Bismartz, Don Carlos on December
5, 2013.
Meanwhile, Mr. Joseph Peter
Gonzales and Ms. Roda Ann Marmol
conducted Gender Sensitivity
Trainings for the Bizmarts Agrarian
Reform Beneficiaries Cooperative
(BARBCO) in Bizmarts, Don Carlos
on December 4, 2013 and the
Kadingilan Pay-as Agrarian Reform
Beneficiaries Association (KPARBA)
Inc. in Kadingilan on December 5,
2013.- Joseph Peter Gonzales

( Tawag Pansin . . . from p. 12)

Dr. Dina PadillaFernandez and Ms.
Evelyn Estanislao did a
good job on
enlightening the
participants of the
Block Farm Forum.

Sana matupad agad ang
pangakong ito at maging batas
ang kanyang panukala upang
tumatag muli ang industriya ng
asukal.
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********
Mabuti na lamang at may ibang produkto na paggagamitan
ng katas ng tubo, tulad ng Ethanol na panlahok sa
gasoline. Kulang na kulang pa ang kailangan nating
Ethanol para sa mga sasakyang de-gasolina.

ni MANG TOM BAYAN
Sa Annual General Assembly meeting at 39th Anniversary
ng Batangas Integrated Sugar Planters Multi-Purpose
Cooperative noong November 15, 2013, ang tema ng
pagdiriwang ay “MEETING THE CHALLENGES OF ZERO
TARIFF THRU COST EFFICIENT SUGARCANE
FARMING.”
Napapanahon ang temang ito.
Dapat paghandaan kapag wala nang taripa ang darating na
asukal mula sa ibang bansa na mas mura ang halaga kasi
maliit ang cost of production nila.
********
Kaya paliitin natin ang ating puhunan at palakihin ang
production upang maging competitive tayo.
Puwede kayang gawin ito?
Puwede kung: magtatanim ng New High-Yielding Varities
(HYVs); better land preparation upang mapaganda ang
plant crop at maparami ang Ratoon Crops na menos ang
gastos; maglagay ng organikong pataba, tulad ng
Mudpress upang makatipid ng kalahati sa commercial
fertilizer; paggamit ng cane harvester upang makatipid sa
cost of cutting-loading; may government subsidy sa
fertilizer at farm machineries.
********

Bakit hindi isipin ng mga law makers na ang gobyerno ang
magtayo ng Ethanol Mills? Magkakaroon ng dagdag na kita
ang mga sugar planters kapag bumagsak ang halaga ng
asukal.
********
Kung wala pang Ethanol Mill, dapat iwasan ang overproduction para hindi bumagsak ang presyo ng asukal.
Alamin ang average annual domestic consumption. Ang
bawat milling district ay bigyan ng pro-rata production
quota.
Sa ganitong paraan, maiiwasan ang over production at low
price of sugar.
********
Malaki ang naitutulong ng MDDC sa bawat milling district
sa pagpapalaki ng production sa pamamagitan ng
development projects kagaya ng: farm mechanization
project; sugarcane research and outreach program;
mudpress utilization project, cane road rehabilitation project
and production and distribution of HYVs.
Nakakatulong ng malaki ang mga development projects na
ito sa pagpapaliit ng cost of production.
Ang development fund na ginagamit ng Don Pedro MDDFI
ay mula sa 60% ng P2.00/Lkg lien para sa Philsurin.
********

Hindi lamang mababang taripa ang problema ng mga sugar
planters. Mas matindi ang balak na VAT on raw sugar kasi
ang tax ay mapaparagdag sa cost of production.

Ang malungkot na pangyayari ay nagpalabas ng Sugar
Order ang SRA ng Revocation of Establishment and
Extension of a lien of P2.00/Lkg on all sugar production to
fund Philsurin.

Ang mga sugar planters sa Pampanga ay nag-iisip na kung
anong halaman ang ipapalit sa tubo.

Saan kukuha ng pondo to implement development projects
of MDDC?

Kapag nagkaroon ng VAT sa raw sugar, wala nang kikitain
sa pagtutubuhan!

Papayag kaya ang sugar mill to remit direct to MDDC
development fund of at least P1.00/Lkg on all sugar
production?

Kung hindi na magtatanim ng tubo, madidiskaril ang 5
milyong tao na umaasa sa industriyang ito.
Mag-i-import na lamang tayo ng asukal na mas mababa
ang presyo kasi maliit ang puhunan nila dahil tinutulungan
sila ng kanilang pamahalaan sa pagpapaunlad ng
produksyon.

Mabuti na lamang at may panukalang batas si Sen. Cynthia
Villar to allocate P300 Million for the Sugarcane Industry
Development Fund to boost the industry. Magiging
puhunan ito ng PHILSUCOR sa pagpapa-unlad ng
industriya ng asukal upang maging competitive sa world
market.

Kapag mag-i-import tayo ng asukal, tinutulungan natin na
umunlad pa ang mga sugar planters sa ibang bansa.

Nangako din si Sen. Villar na tutulungan niya ang sugar
industry upang makipagkumpitensya sa ibang bansa.
(Continued on p. 12)
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country in the tropics where the climate is typically hot.
But what is it really that makes burning an almost unwanted,
should-be-avoided practice?
The sugar cane possesses an enzyme, naturally-occurring in
the juice just like a host of other enzymes, called phenoloxydase. The enzyme functions just like a human’s immune
system that prevents infection by microorganisms, thus, we
don’t get sick easily even as microbes enter our bodies since
the immune system elements fight them off. Now this
enzyme is destroyed by the intense heat when the cane is
burnt, thus, there will be no more defence for the juice and
the microorganisms will easily get the sugar in the juice to
spoil. All of this occur within 36-48 hours after the cane is
burnt; thus, the need for the immediate harvesting, delivery
and milling of these canes.
But these had been taught to the sugar cane planters and their
farmhands since time immemorial, so why is it (burning) still
a general occurrence?
A review of the industry historical statistics reveals a
descending trend in the sugar cane districts’ cane burning
standpoint:
Region/
Districts
Luzon
Cagayan
Central Luzon
Mills
Batangas Mills

Average Percent Burnt Cane
1980 1997 2011 1991
2002
2013
51.47
56.32
37.20
85.83
83.18
14.56
47.26
50.28
58.37
31.76

32.52

32.77

Bicol
Negros Island
Negros
Oriental
Bais/Ursumco
Mindanao

77.67
44.61
83.65

85.73
13.59
22.13

27.96
4.51
9.88

92.21
20.69

16.36
16.00

7.79
11.33

PHILIPPINES

25.35

20.28

12.42

The first % burnt cane column, representing 11 crop years
spanning the 1980’s, identified the “arsonists”—Cagayan,
Bicol, and the Negros Oriental mills of Bais and Ursumco.
While Negros as an island does not normally burn its canes,
the Negros Oriental factories brought the Negros Island
average up. Mindanao as a region has never espoused
burning of canes. During the 5 crop years bridging the 1990’s
and the 2000’s, these Negros Oriental mills have somewhat
mellowed and emulated their western neighbours and shed
82% from their burnt cane deliveries, making the Negros
Island improving to just 13.59% burnt, or a hefty 70%
decrease.
However, Luzon, with both ends of the Island’s sugar mills
(Cagayan and Bicol) continuing to play with fire, remained
high at more than half of the deliveries getting burned. The
last 3 crop years were a revelation—while Negros quite
expectedly dropped % burnt cane deliveries to single digit
(including the Negros Oriental pyromaniacs), Cagayan and

Bicol suddenly became matchsticks-shy (dropping burning
significantly down by 83% and 67%, respectively) making
Luzon’s average settling at just around a third burnt
deliveries. The Central Luzon and Batangas sugar factories
have not allowed their habits to die, maintaining their
averages within +/- 10%.
The above statistics prove one thing: getting away from
burning cane can be learned! Bais and Ursumco did it,
Cagayan and Bicol certainly learned it, and apply it they
did..., and how!
Ain’t it high time we oughta ’ave ‘em extinguishers handy...!

